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Significance of structural trend 
in Precambrian terrain· 

ABSTRACT: The develapmentt of the concept of struotlJral trend and i.ts use bo.th 
in the study of Precambrlan shdeLds and d.ntercoutinental Precambrdan correlations 
are examined. On the 'basis of examples dirom Scotland, Fenn<lSCandiia, .Eas.t Africa,. 
India and Western Aus.U'alia it lis shown Ithat the concept has been 'USeful where 
applied to !regions in which a afllgle featU!l'e, such as llthologica1 layering, foJ.iatioo. 
UlI'ight folds or major fault lineaments, dominates the s1lructural. ~. HO'\Wver, 
lis unqualified USe d.n regions of polyphase deformed rocks has often been misleading 
and !resulted in erroneous earrelatbioos. This Js particula4'ly the case where the nature 
and arig,in of the iParticulair trend is unSIPecl.fied, where differences between ClOver 
tectonics and tectonic overprinting of basement are not demons'trated, or where the 
relationshdp of trend to a polyphase deformational sequence is not determ!i.ned. 
Repeated reference in the ldrterature !to ~ends which a!I'e ill-defined or not represent
ative of a structural regiime often leads to their unquestioned accePtance. With the 
framework of Precambl'lian shlelds being :Important in atempts to reconstruct 
previous <lOIlfiguratti0D6 of 'cOID;tinenta1 masses, aBBesmnen.t is necessary i()(f any struc-

tural trend 'USeId as a ibasis of CO'lTelation. . 

INTIRODUCTION 

The use of "trend" has for long been commonplace in the literature 
of structural geology, particularly in accounts summarizing regional 
information for Precambrian shield areas. As early as the beginning of the 
second quarter of the 19th century, Elie de Beaumont (1829, 1830) set out 
theories concerning the origin of mountain ranges and tried to demonstrate· 
that parallelism of ranges was indicative of similarity in age. The genetic
considerations on which this idea was based were later shown to be 
erroneous. However, the general trend shown by granitic masses forming. 
the central axis of a mountain range was recognized, as was the structural 
pattern of bedded rocks on either side of the central axis. Initially Elle 
de Beaumont postulated twelve mountain systems with parallel trends~ 
a number that was increased to twenty-one by the middle of the 19th 
century (Adams 1954, p. 394-395). 
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By this time field observations in some metamoophic terrains, notably in 
Scotland, had ,demonstrated the ex1sten<:e of regions with different structural trends 
as well as the "want of parallelism between the lines of perpendicular foliation and 
cleava·ge, farming the boundaries of the great ar<:hes of gneisses, sch.ist and slat~ 
which I!;raverse Sootland" (Shaq>e 185t.!, p. 464). Sharpe (p. (66) pointed out that "the 
divergence above poinlted out militates strongly against M. ~lie de Beaumont'a 
favourdte theoTY 0If the p8II."allelism of contemporary mountain chains". He also 
showed that Ithe north-western pe.rrt of the mainland of Sootland, ;together with Lewis 
tin the Outer HebrIdes, had a prominent N.W.-8.E. str.I!ke of .f<Olia'llioo and cleavage 
whi1e in tthe eastern pari of Northern Scotland the fOtliatio.n md cleavage generally 
had a N.E.-8.W . . strike (Fig. 1). This separation was subsequently shown to be that 
between the Precamibrian Lewilsian complex making up the foreland of the 
Caledonian mounta.in belt and the main Caledoodan fold belt itself. This divergence 
in strike between the foliation of the "Lauremian gneiss" in the west and the 
"eastern sehists" was also pointed out by MUlrdb.is<:n (1860) who lhad prev.ioously 
recorded that the -two terrains showed diffeNnt structu!l.'"alpa.tter.ns with the rocks of 
the western put being highly contorted with abundant granitic veins, features not 
eharacterist.ic of the eastern part of the region (Murchdson 1,859). 

The composite structure of present day mountain ranges was discussed by 
Dane iI.n hfis Manual 0/ Geology (18'1i1, p. 19-21). Dana'B exparition of the lIlTangement 
of paullel-trending individual parts, such as ridges, into overall trends that were 
srtrai.ght or curved, or of the ' complex . (interferen<:e) !patterns where there were 
transverse ridges, was later to be 't;alk:en U4J by Pirecambrian wor.kers in the 
development of ·the idea of structural trend in Precambrian orogenic belts. Dana 
(p. 37) also showed !that mdividual moumaih chains could show marked differences 
in trend in dilfferent places with sOme trends ourving through Q()o be'tween regions 
where the trend was linear. 

The recqpl.illlion of correspondence between "axes of disturbance" and the 
c:Hrection of a motmta.in beH. made up of roc!ks af "great a!IlItiqulty" <:ame in the last 
quarter of Ithe Ulth century from work in the Precambrian shield of Peninsula'!." 
India (Meldicott & Blanofor.d ·UI'l9, p.vi, vii). These two aspectB of (i) tren.d and (ii) 
age (relative or a'bsolulte) of belJts wdth particular trends appeaT time after time in 
subsequent Precam'hrian -studieS not only in India, but also elsewhere. There, as in 
$cotlaru:l earlier on, varying trends of foliation in metamorphic rocks (FIig. 2) :were 
recorded (Lake UISO, PI. 2, !p. '2l1J.'--21t2) and subsequently the ditferent trends 
interpreted as being lindkative of -diif'ferenit ages (Oldham 1B93, p. 37). 

The latter pari of the 19'th century and the mst few years of the 20th ren:tury 
:saw a great surge forward in ,the mapping of large areas of Pirecambrtan terrain, 
mappin'g whdch provided a sO'l1d basds on which ,to discuss the nature and si.gnificanee 
of structural t:rend on a crustal ·scale as 'MllI as a regional scale. In Scotland this 
pen!.od . culminated, dn 1907, with the publication of The Geological Structure 01 the 
Noflth-West Highlands 01 Scot1.and by Peach, Horne, Gum, Clough & Hinxman, 
while in Fennoscandia Ramsay published his Geologins gruMer :in 111109. In Scotland 
it was demonstrated that the N.W.-S.E. strike, previously recorded by Sharpe (1B5tl) 
aoo Mm-chison (l86O), was dominant over considerable areas of the Lewisiancomplex 
and that this :brend was a oompoaite fea'tu'l"·e made up of (t) strike of llthologi<:al units 
(Fig. ea), (ii) strike of me~hic foldation (PIi·g. 5a), (iit) trend of fold axes, (iv) 

trt$e of axial planes of folds with highly variable in'terlimb angles (Fig. 6), (v) trend 
of granitic and pegmati'ti<: veins and sheets (Figs. 5b, Sa), (vi) the trend of lines of 
shear (Fig. 5a) and thiMlBt plmps and (vii) the trend of fold-crush IZOIDes (FIig. 5b) -
·'the pre-Torddoodan Hnes of movement" ('Peach & al., 19Q7; Peach & Horne 1930). 
Subsequent geochronological investigations have shown that this N.W.-8.E. trend 



is !related :to a particular at'ogenic episode (see Laxfordian orogen) and subsequent 
structua:al work has sho:wn that whlile other trends do' occur in the polyphase 
-defonned rocks of this orogen, the N.W.-S.E. ih'end if; dominanlf; over ccmsiderable 
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Fig. 1. Map of Scotland showing the direction of the cleav.age and foliation of the 
6lates, scblsta and gneiss (after Shrurpe 185:2, PI. 24) 

areas (cf. Fig. 'la). For other parts of the North-West Highlands of Scotland an 
entiftly different structural pattern with a different structural trend, or trends, was 
demonstrated by Peach & a1. (W07), with much later -investigations u&ing isOtopic 
data showlng thatt ttheee ·were related to a much older orogendc episode <see Scourian 
orogen). However, ;for Fennoscandia, recent investigations using isotopic data have 
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shown that the two diMerent belts with diilfferent trends demonsltraJt.ed by Ramsay 
(1909) - the generally E.-W. trending Svecofemldan -belt and the N.W.-S.E. -ue'llIding 
Kare'lian belit (Fig. 8) - are not oOf differenlt age, but have been fanned dW".ing one 
majoOr crustal -episode ;(see FennoOsc8(I'Ldda). 
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Fig. 2. ¥ariaotions in trend of foloiatdoOn of -P.recambrian gneiss, South M-alabar, Penin
su181' India (arfter Lake l6'9O, PI. 2) 

The remaining part at -the first half of the 2otp. century saw a great expansion 
in the unde:t'6tandlin.g oOf Precambr~an geology associated with the -documenta-1!Ion of 
the nature and attitudes C1f structural features. There was progressive elaboratioOn 
of the concept 'that each "of the oOld shields has an ingrained pattern of successive 
oroOgenic belts and each oontinent aJppe8rS to be an integration oOf many such belts" 
(Holmes 19418, p. 25l4). Out oOf the masS of data oolledted came syntheses CIf structural 
trends dn Precamibrian ter.rain such as ;that of Krishnan (1953) for the Indian sub
conlbinen.t (F.i.g. 1~. HOwever lilt was Holmes in 1948, who esta.bllished tib.e study of 
orogem'C 'belts on a firm quantiltative tfooting by assigning !l."adJiometrdc ages to 
Precambrian orogenicbelts with known trends (Fig. 3). This wol'lk relating to 
southern and central .A.frica set the pattern for the begin'Ddng of the second _ half of 
the 20th century wdth Precambrdan structUl'al wends !beJ.n.g linked toO a:beolu.te ages 
based on isotopic data. With dncreas:ing availabUity of isotopk data, and the greater 
re:liJSJbiJJ.oi'ty of thls data, suocessave revised <:<>mpi;bations have been passli:bILe far the 
Afrli'ClIIIl oantiJnenlt -(e.g. Holmes 1965, Fig. 823; Clilfford-, 1970). FQr loom, Picilamuthu 
(1967) has reIarted absolute ages and the main trends o.f Archaean oroOgenic belts 
(Fig. 12b), wMle for Australda the .progressive 'USe of isotopic data related to structural 
trends lis mus-trated by Wilson & at (1960) and WilBoo (1969a). CorreBpooding work 
for other sbdeld areas has alsoO been camed oOut. 
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A lI."ecent development in the understanding of .the sign.ifican<:e of stl'uctu;ral 
1rend in Precambrian tenradn is related to the increasing awareness of the eX1tensive 
:structuoral sequences shown by polyphase defonned 'l"ocks (Hopgood 111'18) and of 

K.A. KARAGWE-ANKOLEAN 
W WITWATERSRAND 

THE FIGURES R£PR£5ENT THE AGES Of' RADIOACTIVE 
MINERALS tI MILLIONS OF YEARS 

Fig. 3. Provisdonal map of Precam'brlan orogenic belts of South and Cenrtral Africa 
{ltjIter Holmes UMB, Fig. 1) 

the variety of t.rEllids present W:ilthiat me belt (Hopgood & Bowes 1972a). Whd.l.e the 
.resultallll; structural data lis fa1" more extensi.v·eand fSJr more CIOIDplex than 
preWously enMsaged (cf. P1:Ig. 7), it iPIOvldes oB much more exacting frameW'Oirk for 
using structuratl. trend as a basis for correlation tha.n that provided by the previously 
used simple structUl"al trend maps. In addition, dating by isotopic methods ol 
metamorphic and/or igneous events associated with, or between, particular 9tructural 
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phases (Bowes, Hopgood 1& Taft .un!.; Lyon & a1. .1978) means that the two factors 
of trend and a·ge can be used Wtith far ~ter precision tha.n previously. 

The structural featu:res defining structural · trends vary. TTends of the "Sve-· 
cofenndan and Karelian folding" are refer-red to by Eskola (11963, Fig . .28). In the· 
Precambcian rocks of Pen.insular India, KrL9hnan (·19.53, Fig. 1) Il'efers to "trend lines. 
in the Archean roetk;<s" and Plichamuthu (1967, Fig. B) !l'efers to the "main trends of 
the ATchaean orogenic belts". In the gran'l1'lite terrain of south-western Australia,. 
Wd.lsoo (1969a, F.tg. 1; 1B69b, Fig. 1) ~ferstoboth "fold trends" and ''planar trends" 
while Sutton & Watson (1951, p. 200) refer to the 1irend of "the dominant foliation" 
and the trend of a "complex" In ·Plrecam.lbrian Il'OOks of Scotland. Examination CIf these,. 
and the very many other examples available, shaw'S that the etructural elements 'IlSed 
to designate trend vary'> from example to example. These elements are rarely· 
precisely de:Mned, in many cases they axe compoei.te am, dn the majotdty of instances, 
their relative time of !formation In polyphase deformational sequences lis not given,. 
01' even determdned. 

Th8l1: the ooneept Oif structural trend and summaries of regional str·udural 
informatlion (e.g. Dearnley ,1966, p. 20, Fdg. 8; Stockwell & al. 1970, Fig. IV-2) have 
been,. and are, of value in the elucidafiion of Precambrdan ·geological history cannot. 
be doubbed. However, . with thedr Lncrea.'3iing I\JiSe as "bases for oorre1aticm WIlthin 
continental masses, and kom continent to -continent in attempts to establish :pl'eviO'lls, 
configurations of oootiDents, crIIJtI.ea1 review and a8Se3lIlllent ds necessary. In tbis way 
the possibiliirty IQIf serious mdsmatchLng based on etU'OIlOOIlS 'COl'relaltli'on of trends wb:Ise 
nature has not !been specrl.tied. and corresponding positions in structural sequ~ 
not demonstrated, can be avoided, or at least minimised. 

The following discussion of the significance of structural trend is 
confined to Bome of the Precambrian terrain in which the authors have 
carried out structural studies, viz. Scotland, Fennoscandia, East Africa~ 
eastern Peninsular India and south-western Australia. 

NOR'l'H-WLESTERN SCOTLAND 

SOOURIAN OROGEN 

Reference is made to the "formation of the north-easterly trending 
Scourian complex" in the Lewisian of the North-West Highlands of 
Scotland by Sutton & Watson (1951, p. 293; cf. Peach & Horne 1930, p. 26). 
The postulation of a regional trend is based on attitudes of structures 
shown by quartzofeldspathic and hornblendic · gneisses . north of Loch 
Torridon and by banded. pyroxene granulites south of Scourie, more than 
100 km to the north (Fig. 7a). 

In part of the Torridon district the dominant strike of both the 
foliation of the gneisses and the lithological units is N.E., with local 
variations to E. and S. E. trends (~utton & Watson 1951, p. 244). However. 
neither the geometry of the folds or fold sets responsible for these 
attitudes, nor the relationship of the N.E. -"trending fo~iation to fold hinges 
or limbs, is given for rocks which show evidence of polyphase deformation. 
The quartzofeldspathic gneisses of the nearby island of Rona (Fig. 7a.) 
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show the development of seven successive fold phases (Hopgood 1971b;. 
Lyon & al. 1973) and the isotopic data indicates that while the dominant
foliation of the gneisses was developed during the Seourian orogenic: 
episode (c 2700 m.y. ago), its present attitude is, at least in large :P~rt, 
determined by tectonic overprinting during the latter phases of the much. 
younger Laxfordian orogenic episode, c 1740-1700 m.y. ago. Elsewhere in. 
the Lewisian a north-easterly trend of foliation in quartzofeldspathic and. 
hornblendic gneisses demonstrably represents the middle limb of a steeply 
plunging la,rge asymmetrical fold, with N.W. -trending long limbs and. 
a N. N. E. -trending subvertical axial plane (Bhattacharjee 1963, PI. 1). 

In the district south of Seourie the strike of the banding shown by' 
pyroxene granulites swings from N. E. through N.-8. to S. E. (Sutton & . 
Watson 1951, p. ,267). This change. of trend (Fig. 4) is consistent with the
existence of parasitic folds on the' south-western limb of an open, upright~ 
N. W. -plunging antiform, the Kylesku fold (Khoury 1968). The presence: 
of broad gentle arches and troughs, irregular and isoclinal contortions of 
banding and of an irregular attitude of fold axes were also recorded by' 
Sutton & Watson (1951, p. 267-268). Subsequent investigations (Barooah 
1967; Bowes & al. 1971) have .shown that the rocks of the district have
been affected by five phases of deformation during the Scourian orogenic: 
episode. The granulite facies metamorphism, dated at 2700 ± 20 m.y. 
(Pidgeon & Bowes 1972, Fig. 2) is associated with the second phase of de
formation. The prominent N. E. trend ot the banding in the granulites,. 
used as evidence that "the structural pattern" is "marked everywhere by' 
a dominant north-easterly trend" (Sutton & Watson 1951, p. 293) repre
sents the trend of one limb of a large fourth phase fold in the region 
south of Scourie (Fig. 4). The other limb trends N. W. to W. N. W., the· 
latter direction being considered by Dearnley (1966, p. 10) to be the re
gional trend of the Scourian orogen. Elsewhere in the same structural 
block, the form lines of banding or foliation are so variable that establish-· 
ing a structural trend on more than a local scale does not appear possible 
·(Sheraton & a1. 1973, Fig. 1). 

In the absence of information to indicate which set or sets of folds: 
form extensive and prominent structural features on a regional scale,. 
neither the present attitude of the banding nor the trend of the axes and. 
axial planes for anyone set of folds provides a satisfactory basis for 
postulating the regional structural trend of the Scourian orogen. Accor
dingly use of a single structural trend for this orogen as evidence 'for cor
relation with rocks of corresponding age in other shield areas is not legiti
mate even after necessary corrections in orientation. Even the use of the, 
pattern of "trend-lines of gneissic foliation" (Dearnley 1962, PI. 9) in. 
this belt in the North-West Highlands has led to erroneous correlation. 
with polyphase deformed Lewisian gneisses in the Outer Hebrides (Fig. 
7a; cf. Hopgood & Bowes 1972a, b). However correspondence in orienta-
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tions of successively formed structural elementa in extensive polyphase 
deformational sequences provides a basis for correlation of the Scourian 
orogen with the Presvecokarelian orogen of Finland (Bowes 1975). 

'LAXFORlDIAlN o:ROGEN 

The "north-westerly strike of the Laxfordian complex" (Sutton & 
Watson 1951, p. 293) is dependent upon the existence of "structures with 
a north-west to south-east trend" (p. 276), structures which include both 
foliation and folds (cf. Fig. 6). The dominant N. W.--S. E. trend of gneissose 
foliation in the type locality around Loch Laxford results from the defor
mation of the foliation and the generally parallel lithological layering by 
El large, tight fold (Chowdhary & Bowes 1972, PI. 1; Gillen 1975, Fig. 2) 
with a N. W.--S. E. -trending axial plane that dips c 50° S. W. and an axis 
that pluges c 20° S. E. (Fig. 5a). Hinge zones of parasitic folds have a new 
axial planar mineral growth. The large fold is one of a series of such 
folds (Fig. 6a; Bowes 1969, Fig. 6), with sub-parallel axial planes, formed 
during the Dionard phase of deformation (Dash 1969), c 1750 m.y. ago 
(Lyon & al. 1975). The dominant foliation in the quartzofeldspatbic gneisses 
(Fig. 6b) was formed c 1000 m.y. earlier than these folds (Lyon & Bowes, 
in press). Hence the structural trend of the Laxfordian orogen, in its type 
area, is partly expressed by the attitude of foliation and lithology in base
ment, not cover, rocks, resulting from tectonic overprinting. The existence 
of any structural trend in cover rocks of the orogen must be demonstrated 
elsewhere (Bikerman & a1. 1975; Keppie 1969). 

Abundance of granitic and pegmatitic veins, which in places gene
rally parallel the axial planes or limbs of Dionard phase folds (Figs 5b, 6a), 
enhances the general N. W.--S. E. trend of lithologieal units in the type 
locality. Also imparting a N.W. trend are open folds which plunge S. E. at 
angles dependent upon the pre-existing attitude of the dominant foliation 
and have axial planes, with some new axial planar mineral growth, which 
strike N. W. and dip either N. E~ or S. W. (Gillen 1975). Even later-formed 
crush-zone of extensively fractured rock with pseudotachylite (Fig. 5a) 
trend N. W.--S. E. (Chowdhary & Bowes 1972). Hence the "structural trend" 
of the Laxfordian orogen, in its type locality, results from general paral~ 
lelism of a whole series of structural elements and of lithological units 
resulting from tectonic overprinting of basement rocks. This parallelism is 
reinforced by an abundance of sheet-like structurally controlled granitic 
and pegmatitic intrusions (Figs 5-:-6). 

The N. W.-S. E. trend of lithological units and of axial planes of 
large folds is shown in other parts of UIe Lewisian of the N orth-West 
Highlands of Scotland (e.g. Bhattacharjee 1968, Fig. 1; Bowes 1969, Figs 
4-5). Support for interpreting this trend iD. regions cpnsiderable distances 
from the typ~ area (cf. Hopgood & Bowes 1972a) as resulting from defor
mation during the Laxfordian orogenic episode is given by isotopic data 

5 
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'" FOliATION 

'loI FOLD 
PLUNCE 

\. TREND LINE 

Fig. 5. Llthologrical and fabric e1eme'llts mald.ng up the N.W.-S. E. trend of the 
Precambrian LaxfOl'dian orogen in :the Loch Laxford district, Northwest Hdghlands 

. 'Of Scotland 
(a) GeolojJiicall ma.p of the Loch Inehard - Loch Laxford area (after Ohowdhary & 

iBowes ,~, Pl. 1) 
(b) Map of the Lew.isian in the Laxford district, nOl1th of Loch Glenooul (after 

Peach 1& Home 119i3O, ng . .2) 
(c) Outlliine localilty map of part at ·norlhwartem SootlalIld 
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,(Lyon & al. 1973; Lyon & Bowes, in press). Marked deviations from the 
dominant N. W.-S. E. trend arereIated to deformation during a late phase 
of this episode (Bhattacharjee 1963, PI. 1) while marked accentuation of 
the dominant trend occurs where there are long, narow zones of st~ongly 
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D QUARTZOFELDSI'lt.THIC GNEISS 
WITH ElANDS OF AMPHIBClUTE 
AND CALC-SlLtCATE ROCK 

EBl PEGMATITE 

Fig. 6. Litholoeica1 an.d fabric elements defining the N. W.-$,. E. trend of the Pl."ecam
brian Laxfordian ore>gen in the Durness district, Northwest Highlands of Scotland 

(for loca'bion, see Fig. 5<:) , 
(a) . Ili.aerammatic ;representart:lon or s1lructure where ,the limbs of shalIowly-plune
ing folds of the third reoogru,zed defol'mational phase and pegmatite intrusdons are 

the dominant IfeaitUll"es expressing the wend (after nndlay 1970, Fig. 5-1) 
(b) ~mmatic .representation of srtructU1'e 'where .fOlds of more tha·none phase 
together with long axes of bouddns and -the strike of foliation reinforce the strike 
of lltholOgy in the expression of a strong trend (after Flndlay, 1970, Fig. 4-8) 
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foliated rocks which form tight synformal zones between large antiforms 
of the third deformational phase (Bhattacharjee 1968, Fig. 12). 

The occurrence of broad, open antiforms and complementary tight 
synforms with N. W. axial traces and steeply-inclined ot upright axial 
planes has been described for the Lewisian of the Outer Hebrides (Co
ward & al. 1970, Fig. 1) and the folds considered to be equivalent to the 
Dionard (third) phase folds of the mainland north of Loch Laxford (cf. 
Fig. 5a). However, over large areas of the Outer Hebrides the third phase 
folds have near-horizontal to shallowly-dipping axial planes (Fa, Ss - Fig. 
7d, e) and a considerable spread of axial plunge directions (Hopgood & 
Bowes 1972b; Bowes & Hopgood 1975). In this region the broad, open up
right folds with N. W. -trending axial traces (F, - Fig. 7e) were formed 
during the fourth recognized deformational phase (Hopgood 1971a, p. 42; 
Hopgood & Bowes 1972b); i.e. in successive deformational phases folds 
were formed that were of generally similar style, co-axial but not co-axial 
planar. In parts the large folds are of one set, in other parts the large 
folds, of similar style, are of the other set. Correlation of such folds of 
comparable dimensions and axial trends, but which are in different posi
tions in the structural sequence (Taft 1971), has resulted in mis-matching 
and the postulation of a very large wrench fault (DearnIey 1962, PI. 9) 
subsequently discounted on the basis of geophysical studies (Smythe & 
a1. 1972). 

Not only have corresponding structural trends in different parts of 
the Laxfordian orogen resulted from more than one phase of deformation, 
but other phases in the polyphase sequence produced different structural 
trends which are prominent over considerable areas (Fig. 7a). The most 
obvious structural feature in one part of the Outer Hebrides is not N. W. 
-trending but approximately E.-W. -trending ' (cf. Fig. 7f) and the result 
of deformation during the fifth fold phase (Hopgood 1971a, p. 45 and Fig. 
1). In another part of the Outer Hebrides deformation during the sixth 
fold phase resulted in the formation' of a large, open, upright shallowly 
N. N. E. -plunging fold (Fig. 7h) with the trend of foliation, on the fold 
limbs, being both N.-S. and E.-W. (Bowes & Hopgood 1969, Fig. 2; Hop
good 1971b, Table 11). 

The Laxfordian orogen illustrates the complexity that can exist in 
relatiol]. to the number of structural elements expressing, trends and in the 
variation in intensity of expression of these elements. While much of the 
orogen is characterized by a N. W. trend due to the expression of a number ' 
of structural elements, some formed coevally and others not, correlation 
throughout the belt solely on the basis of this trend is unreliable. Only as 
the various structural elements are related to one another in a sequence 
of polyphase deformation can different trends arising from variations in 
strength of expression of anyone element be recognized (Hopgood & Bowes 
1972b). This data (Fig. 7), together with information concerning metamor-



phic and igneous histories in relation to the structural sequence and with 
confirmatory geochronological evidence (Hopgood & Bowes 1972a; Lyon 
& a1. 1973) does . provide a rigorous method for correlation in gneissose 
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Fdg. 7. stl'Uctuil"aIl'sequence in Precambian gnelSses of lIlIO!'ilhwestem BrW&h Isles 
(a) Orienlllationls of fold axes lfo.rmed duI'iing suooessr.ive deformaflloDal phases showing 
marked COl"reSIPOlldenoe over OOIlIIII.derable distances (alter Hopgooci & Bowes U172a, 

Fig. 1) 
(b-h) Nature of structures formed: during the sucOOllSdve deformational phases (b-g 
after Hop~ :& BoWles 19.72a, Wgs. .2-3 ami 5-7; h after Bowes & iHopgood 1009, 

Fig. Z) . . 

terrain, such as that represented by the Laxfordian orogen. Then as a re
sult of correlation using many separate and interrelated parameters, rather 
than just a single parameter, the regional extent of a particular structural 
trend can be deduced and a strong basis established for correlation with 
other regions (cf. Bowes 1975). 

FENNOSCANDIA 

The main structural trend of the Karelian zone of eastern, central 
and northern Finland is N. W. to N. N~ W. (Fig. 8; cf. Eskola 1963, Fig. 1). 
However ID parts of Karelia it is N. E. (Fig. 9a) with regions where an 
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"axial trend" almost perpendicular to the main Karelian trend swings into 
this trend. Further north and west an approximately E.-W. trend over 
considerable · regions was considered by Vayrynen (1954) to be represen
tative of an orogenic episode younger than the Karelian episode. 

An E.-W. to E. N. E. "general strike of the folding axes" characteri
zes much of the Svecofennian zone south of the central granite of Finland 
(Eskola 1963, p. 189) as well as large parts of Sweden (Fig. 8). The sugges
tion that the intrusive rocks related to the generally E.-W. -trending zone 
were related to a different and older orogenic episode than the intrusive 
rocks of the generally N. N. W. -trending Karelian zone was made by 
Eskola (1961). This hypothesis involved the "folded Svecofennian forma
tions" being "partly refolded and reoriented in the Karelidic N. N. W.
-8. S. E. direction" (Eskola 1963, p. 234). ' However, the isotopic data indi
cates general equivalence in age of the Karelian and Svecofennian intru
sions (Polkanov & Gerling 1960; Kouvo & Tilton 1966; Simonen 1971). Thus 
the N. N. W. trend of the Karelian zone and the .E.-W. trend of the 
Svecofennian zone must be considered as different expressions of the defor
mation of one orogenic belt. 

Both the Karelian and Svecofennian zones show evidence of poly-

GRANITIC GNEISS 

ARCHAEAN GNEISSES 
AND SCHISTS 

KALEVIAN SCHISTS 

CALEDONIAN FOLD BELT 

~ .. 8. Structural h-enc:Is Itn 1:be .PIrecambtian Sveooferwljan - Kanttian belt of 
FeIlIOOIPCmdia (atte-r Ramsay 19(9) 
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phase deformation (Figs 9b, 10) and in both there are folds with axial planes 
that trend N. N. W. to N. W. paralleled by mineral growth, and folds that 
trend E.-W. Seven phases of deformation have been identified in Karelia 

~ BLACK SCHIST 

551 BASEMENT GNEISS 

MIGMATITIC SCHISTS/GNEISSES a 
cri PSAMMlTIC GIIOtP E:3 VARIAII.E GIIOUP !l:!l PELfTlC GIIOtP 

b ,,'" ~ITHOLOCICAL BOUNDARY ~ FOLIATION· GENERALISED 

!'ig. 9. StruC'tta'al trends and s1rueturai elements in the Precambrian Karelian belt, 
eastern Fdnland 

(a) Oufitine geoJpgieal map of the Outoku-mpu reg.ion (after Viiyrynen 1939) 
Cb) Map of the fold interiEl'ence KarhUIDSaan. dome showing the dominant fold 
plunge, with variations, of the successively formed structures and examples of 
small-scale structures <illustrative of "the polyphase deformatlonal history o£ .this part 

of the Kareldan belt (after Gdllen & MacDonald 19'11, Figs 4-5) 

(Fig.9b) and there are at least six phases in southern Finland and eastern 
Sweden (Fig. 10). In Karelia large asymmetrical folds are the ;major struc
tures over considerable areas. They were formed. after the development 
ef the gneissose foliation and schistosity which took place in the early 
deformational pha~es (Gillen '& Macdonald 1971; Bowes 1975; GaaI & a1. 
1975). The general N. N. W.· "strike of both the metamorphic planar fabric 
elements and lithology on the long limbs of these asymmetrical folds is 
reflected by a strong N. N. W. trend on the magnetic anomaly maps of the 
region (cf. GaaI & Rauhamaki 1971, Map 1). This trend is reinforced by 
"the existence of long narrow zones in which there has been intense deve
lopment of new axial planar foliation. Hence the dominant Karelian trend 
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results from the parallel expression of a number of structural features. 
Other trends occur, some regionally and others locally, e.g. the strong 
N. E. trend in the vicinity of Outokumpu (Fig. 9a) is the expression of 
large refolded first deformational phase folds (Gaal & al. 1975), while the 
fold interference dome and variable trends in the Liperinsalo district (Fig. 
9b) expresses the existence of different fold sets making up a polyphase 
deformational sequence. Locally one fold set is sufficiently strongly expres
sed to control the structural trend so that E.-W., N. E.-B. W. and N.-B. 
trends occur as well as the dominant N. N. W.-S. S. E. trend. 

The region between that with a strong N. N. W. Karelian trend and 
that with a strong E.-W. Svecofennian trend (Fig. 8) shows many fold in
terference structures. Some of these interference structures are generally 
symmetrical or elongate domes and basins, but where more than two fold 
sets have interfered, the interference structures have complex shapes. 
Even in those parts of the Svecofennian zone where E.-W. disposition of 
foliation predominates there are other trends shown by both the dispo
sition of foliation (Harme 1965, Appendix '1; Kouvo & Tilton 1966, Fig. 3) 
and by attitudes of fold axial. planes and axes. The observed polyphase 
deformational sequence shows general correspondence with that recogniz
ed in the Karelian zone (Fig. 10), with E.-W. -trending upright folds 
formed late in the sequence. Where complex structural patterns are shown 
in the Svecofennian zone (Fig. 11), these reflect the superimposition of 
successively formed fold structures with the intensity of expression of the 
deformational phases varying from place to place. However, rew.onallv 
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Fig. 'W. Trends of !folds and nature of small-scale structures illustrative Of the 
polyphaee deformation history of the Preoamhrian Svecofennlan belt, NorrtiUje 

district, eaStern Sweden 
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an overall E.-W. to E. N. E. trend of the major axes of fold interference 
structures is evident (cf. Eskola 1963, Fig. 11). 
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Fig. 11. Map of ·the NUmmi distriot and adjacent areas, south-western F'inland show
ing the major structural trends iIn part of ihe ·Precambrian Svecafennian belt {after 

'Parras Il(l58) 

Hence while the consideration of ;structural trends out of a context 
of polyphase deformation led to the postulation of three separate episodes, 
viz. Svecofennian, Karelian and "Lappidic" (Vayrynen 1954) each express ... 
ed by individual trends, integration of information relating to trends and. 
poiyphase deformation permits determination of both structural pattern. 
and tectonic evolution of the belt as a whole. In this way isotopic and. 
structural data can be reconciled and ·the intensity of expression of diffe
rent structural trends representing different deformational phases of the: 
one .orogenic episode can be determined in various parts of the belt. 

SOUTH-WESTERN UGANDA, EAST AFRICA. 

Precambrian basement rocks of the Ankole District bordering the 
Western Rift Valley in south-western Uganda belong predominantly to. 
the Karagwe-Ankolean System . (Fig. 3). The presence in these rocks of 
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ihvo predominant axial planar directions, trending N. W. and N. E., was 
pointed out by Macdonald (1966) while subsequent detailed structural in
'vestigations disclosed an extensive sequence of polyphase deformation, 
·of Kibaranage, with four sets of folds having strongly expressed axial 
:planar trends, viz. Ft: E.-W., Fa: N.-S., F~: 120°, F,: 160° (Hopgood 1970). 
'Of these, either the E. S. E. -trending axial planes of the fourth phase of 
10lds or the S. S. E.-trending axial planes of the fifth phase of folds could 
be related to the N. W.-S. E. direction of Macdonald (1966) although in the 
:region where detailed work has been carried out, the E. S. E. (F~) trend is 
-the more strongly expressed of the two sets. Here the N. E. trend of the 
'Karagwe-Ankolean System does not appear to be significantly developed, 
:possibly as a result of the suppr.ession of the N. E. ~trending fold set by 
the local intense development of the E. S. E. -trending and S. S. E. -trend
jng sets. 

Basement trends in this particular setting are subject to a certain 
.amount of reorientation due to basement warping preceding and accom
panying the dominant regional lineament of this part of south-western 
'Uganda, the N. N. E. -trending Western Rift Valley. The extent of this 
'reorientation varies dependent upon both the nature and the initial orien
-tation of the structure responsible , for the basement trend. Where the 
j'esultant variations in orientation of a clearly identified single structural 
.element in the basemep,t rocks can be determined with certainty, this can 
be used as a means of d,etermining the axis of basement warping (Hopgood 
1970). 

EASTERN ANDHRA 'PRADESH. INDIA 

The "trend lines" in the Archaean rocks of India shown by Krishnan 
{1953, Fig. 1) include the "Eastern Ghats strike" (p. 6) which is mainly N. E. 
with a bifurcation in eastern Andhra Pradesh to the N. W. "Mahanadi 
.strike" (p. 8). These and other strikes described (Fig. 12a) represent the 
.elongation of orogenic belts, the distribution of lithological units and the 
.attitudes of some structures in these ,belts. They correspond to large scale 
.crustal features and may also designate the areal distribution of igneous 
masses confined to the particular orogenic belt. The ,structural elements 
which contribute to these composite trend lines include limbs, axes and 
axial planes of folds, planar and linear metamorphic mineral growths, 
:shear zones and faults. Isotopic dating has established absolute ages for 
'the various component features (Fig. 12b) and has thus imbued them 
'with considerably more significance. 

In the region of the N. W. Mahanadi structural trend, near the inter
section with the N. E. Eastern Ghats trend (lat. 17 0 42' N. long 80°37' E.) 
the rocks, which are c 1500 m.y. old (Fig. 12b), are complexly, folded and 
deformed by a polyphase sequence (Hopgood 1968). Because of the com-
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plexity of the structural evolution, the strike of the dominant foliation 
:formed early in the deformational history, varies cOnsiderably with major 
.swings from S. to S.E. The strongest influence on the attitude of the folia-
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Fdg. 12. Til"end ilines and ages of ~ecambrian rocks of India 
(a) Trend lines of Archaean rooks of India (after Krishnan lQ63., Fig. 1) 

(b) SbructUll"al map of Pen!i.n&ular India showing the main trends of the Archaean 
orogenlc belofB; the !fligures indicate radWmetnc ages in mI.lJl:i.ons of years (ttjter 

Pichamuthu 1967, Fig. 9') 

tion is exercised by a series of open folds, of the fifth fold phase, which 
have axial planes striking approximately E.-W. Many of these folds have 
wavelengths of the order of a km. Their axial surfaces are paralleled by 
.a strong fracture cleavage and this, together with a related intersection 
lineation imparts an E.-W. structural trend to the rocks. 

The S. E.- and N. N. E. to N. E. -trending, strongly developed linear 
structures also inpart strong trends on a regional scale. The S. E. -trending 
structures parallel axial planar foliation associated with tight to chevron 
folds of the second fold phase; The later-formed N .. N" E" to N. E. -trending 
structures are discrete zones in which tl)e rocks are intensely sheared. 
Both sets of structures were formed sometime between the development 
of folds of the second and third phases and both are exposed as prominent 
. elongate ridges of hard rocks cutting across other structures. The earlier 
of the two groups (expressed by S. E. -trending fold axial planes) parallels 
the Mahanadi strike and the other (expr~ssed by N. E. -trending zones of 

'. sheared rocks) parallels the Eastern Ghats structure. 
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The average S. to S. E. trend of the foliation and the S. E. -trending 
shear structures together probably constitute the N. W.-S. E. "Mahanadi 
Strike" while the N. E. -trending zones of intense shearing may well re-· 
present the local effects of the N. E. "Eastern Ghats strike". Thus it can be
shown that although in one part of a belt the "strike" may be expressed 
by shear zones, in other parts it-may be expressed by the 'attitude of folia
tion and in yet other parts by axial planar structural features. However,. 
the extent to which each of these structural features contributes to, or 
predominates within the overall "strike", can· be resolved by detailed map
ping and structural studies to relate the small scale to the large scale 
structures. This aspect has been very adequately treated by Naha (1964). 
in his discussion of "orogenic trends" in the Archaean rocks of India. 

SOUTH-WESTERN WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

"Fold trends" in granulite terrain in Australia have been given by 
Wilson (1969a, Fig. 1). In the c 2700 m.y. old "Wheat Bel~" of south
-western Australia, the trend is generally N. W. (Wilson 1969a, Fig. 2; cf. 
Wilson 1958) and is based, at least in part, 'on the attitudes of "keels of . 
synclinoria or ()ther relics of folds now enclosed in granitic material" 
(p. 243). In the younger (c 1300 m.y.) granulites further east in the Fraser 
Range, a N. E. to N. N. E. "fold trend" is based on the trend of a major 
fault zone in which there is extensive development of mylonite, the trend 
of strongly-developed transcurrent structures, the distribution of major 
lithological units, and on folds with "almost horizontal axes which trend 
N. E. or N. N. E." (p. 247, Fig. 3; Wilson 1969b, p. 48). In the even younger 
(c 650 m.y.) granulites exposed on the coast west of the "Wheat Belt", a 
northerly trend is shown with the rocks in many places exhibiting "rigid 
banding ... of the type common near: .. deepseated fault zones" (Wilson 

. 1969a, p. 249). 
The "structural trends" in the Precambrian rocks of south-western 

Western Australia are thus expressions of disparate structuraf elements,. 
or combinations of structural elements. Representation of these various 
features either as "fold trends" (Wilson 1969a, Fig. 1), or as "planar tre~· 
(Wilson 1969b, Fig. 1) may be misleading and could be used as a basis for 
sweeping and possibly erroneous comparisons. Now with the determination 
of extensive sequences of polyphase deformation in both the c 2700 m.y. 
old granulites of the "Wheat Belt" and the c 650 m.y. old rocks exposed on 
the coast (Hopgood 1973), a necessary prerequisite to any use of structural 
trend for correlation is demonstration of its relationship to the overall 
structural sequence. In both regions a N. W. to N. N. W. trend is prominent 
where the axial planes of upright, open folds, formed late in the structural 
sequence, correspond in strike with the axial planes and limbs of earlier-
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-formed close, tight or isoclinal folds. However, as iil the other areas consi
dered in this discussion, other fold sets, with different attitudes of axes, 
axial planes and limbs, may be -locally prominent .and influence both 
igneous emplacement and the development of faults. 

DISCUSSION lAND CONCLUSIONS 

Structural trend has been used in the literature of the Precambrian 
not only to refer to the orientation of orogenic belts, but also to the distri
bution of lithological units as well as to a variety of tectonic structures. 
:Because of this the term has had different meanings for different authors. 
Nevertheless, the concept of trend is a useful one provided its usage is 
clearly defined. Its unqualified use in regions of rocks which have been 
.subjected to polyphase deformation can be misleading and result in el'1'o
neous division of cognate units or erroneous correlation.-This is particularly 
the case where the nature and orl.gin of a particular trend is unspecified 
ar not fully understood and where its relationship to the overall deforma
tionalsequencehas not been established. However, where the significance 
af each structural element is deterniined and a complex pattern of trend 
variation resulting from successively formed deformational phases is 
determined, the pattern provides a refined basis for correlation. This stems 
from the demonstration that structural sequences and trends in polyphase 
deformed metamorphic terrain are characteristic of -the individual terrains 
-and indicative of the distinctive tectonic histories of the orogens in which 
the rocks developed (Hopgood & Bowes 1972b; Hopgood 1973). 

Where the structural evidence is associated with geochronological 
evidence permitting absolute correlation to be made between particular 
events in a sequence, then adjacent segments of metamorphic rocks from 
various parts of one mobile belt can be correlated with one another with 
considerable certainty. Such correlations can be extended, step by step, 
over large distances as illustrated by the Karelian-Svecofennian belt. Here 
the geochronological evidence indicates correspondence in the age of Pre
cambrian rocks showing marked variations in attitude of tr~d of the 
most strongly expressed structures (Fig. 8). The structurai evidence 
shows that these variations in structural trend represent differences in 
the intensity of development and expression of the variously trending 
structural elements in similar polyphase deformational structural sequences 
in the rocks of eastern Finland (Fig. 9b), south-western Finland and 
eastern Sweden (Fig. 10). Whether the variable structural trends in the 
Precambrian granitic gneisses of south-western Sweden (Fig. 8) can be 
correlated, by these means, with those of the Karelian - Svecofennian belt, 
or distinguished from thiB belt, must await detailed investigations. 
However, the polyphase deformational sequence and the trends of the 
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variously distinguished structural elements in the c 1970-1700 m.y. 
Laxfordian orogert of north-western Britain (Fig. 7) correspond with those
found in various parts of the Karelian - Svecofennian belt which is of the 
same age. ,This suggests a KareIian - Svecofennian - Laxfordian 
correlation not only in time, but also in place (Bowes 1975). Such an 
implied westward continuation of the Fennoscandian shield to north
-western Britain has important implications not only in reconstructions . 
of Precambrian history, but also in the crustal environment of the' 
Cale~onian mobile belt which now separates the Precambrian rocks of 
F,ennoscandia from the Precambrian rocks of north-western Britain. 

Correlation of Precambrian terrains using structural trend in .the
context of structural sequence, and in conjunction with geochroriology, 
appears to be of fundamental importance in (1) the reassemblyof fr~g
mented basement complexes, e.g. the linldng of the Owl Mts (G6ry Sowie} 
block of polyphase deformed gneisses and migmatites in the · Sudeten 
Mountains of Poland (Grocholski 1964; Teisseyre 1964, 1968) with the main 
part :If the Bohemian (Moldanubian) basement and (2) the matching of 
the margins of continents and the reconstruction of pre-drift configurat
ions, e.g. the linking, or separation of Canada, Greenland, Scotland and 
Fennoscandia. If further detailed structural and geochronological data 
permits such large scale matching to be demonstrated, then the past one 
hundred and fifty years of · study of structural trend in Precambrian 
terrains may emerge as a very significant factor in the reconstruction of 
past environments over the c 3500 m.y. of known Precambrian time. 
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